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“Hitherto the neighbouring ground has been 

grazed, and the harmless sheep is no foe to 

history; but it has lately occurred to the owner 

of the ground that a few shillings more of 

yearly profit might be gained by turning 

pasture land into arable; and to such a sordid 

motive as this, these precious antiquities are 

at this very moment being sacrificed” 

Colonel Lane-Fox, Saturday Review, 2nd July, 

1870 



Heritage Legislation 

• Ancient Monuments (1882) 

• Listed Buildings (1947) 

• Conservation Areas (1967) 

 

 



Principal Post-war Legislation for  

Landscape 

• Town & Country Planning Act 

(1947) 

• Agriculture Act (1947) 

• National Parks & Access to the 

Countryside Act (1949) 

 

 



Initial objectives set out in Treaty of Rome 

(1957) which established the Common Market: 

 

1) to increase productivity;  

2) to ensure a fair standard of living for the   

 agricultural Community;  

3) to stabilise markets;  

4) to secure availability of supplies;  

5) to provide consumers with food at 

 reasonable prices.  
 
 
 
 

Common Agricultural Policy 





Little Padbury, Bucks. Loss of a 

medieval and later landscape 1950-2000 



 
 Reform of the CAP  

 

• 1984 production quotas introduced to limit supply 

• 1986 Agriculture Act required Secretary of State to 
balance environmental issues, including, heritage 
with economic health of farming - agri-
environment schemes introduced 

• 1992 MacSharry reforms introduced “set aside” 

• 1999 Agenda 2000 divided CAP into two Pillars - 
production support and rural development 

• 2003 payments decoupled subsidies from 
particular crops and introduced Single Payments 
(with cross-compliance conditions)  





South Newington       South Newington  
Jan 1947   May 2017 
HE archive. RAF 16th Jan 1947.  Google Earth, May 2009 with additions by AC. 

 
      

     KEY: Green – lost 1947-2009 
              Pink – lost 2009-2017  

 
 



South Newington, Oxfordshire. 
 
Left: Google Earth, May 2009 with additions by AC. 
(“Pink” earthworks lost between 2009 and 2017) 
 
Below: Air photo by Damian Grady, Historic England, May 
2017, showing the “pink” fields with all traces of 
earthworks obliterated, although cropmarks and soil 
marks remain. 
 



In the 1960’s England contained 

1.1 million working farm buildings 

located on around 300,000 farm 

holdings. 

 

There are now just 186,000 

holdings and 30% of those with 

traditional buildings visible at the 

beginning of the 20th century have 

now gone completely. 

 

The remaining holdings still with  

traditional buildings have varying 

rates of survival, redundancy and 

dereliction. Whilst more buildings 

survive in the uplands, the rates of 

dereliction here are much higher. 

 

   

 

 



Factors Affecting Scheduled Monuments  



On average small farm subsidies make up around 78% of the total profit, on medium 

size farms it’s 61%; and on large farms it’s 46%. Across all farms, subsidies make 

up around 57% of the total profit on average. 

The Common Agricultural 

Policy (CAP) represents 40% 

of the EU’s budget costing €58 

bn a year. Of this, UK farmers 

receive around £2.5 bn a year 

in direct payments through the 

European  Agricultural 

Guarantee Fund. 

 

A further £491m is paid to UK 

farmers via the European 

Agricultural Fund for Rural 

Development, primarily through 

agri - environment agreements. 

 

 

The Common Agricultural Policy 



 
 

 

 

European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development 
 

 

•  70% of agricultural holdings under agri-environment agreements (but declining) 

 

•  2,200 Scheduled Monuments placed under management options to  maintain or 

improve their condition   

 

• 778 Scheduled Monuments removed from the HAR Register since 2009 

 

•  29,300 Ha of archaeological sites have had the impact of cultivation reduced or 

removed  

 

•  89,000 Ha of archaeological sites in grassland being managed more effectively 

 

•  Represents £280 million of investment between 2005-2024 

 

•  “No Detriment” rule – achieving one environmental objective should not prejudice 

another 

 

•  Including a Scheduled Monument in the agreement is mandatory, as is managing it 

in a favourable condition 

 

   



Wider Benefits of Capital Investment  

• Evaluation of wider economic 
benefits of building restoration 
work. 

• Collateral benefits included 
creation of employment, support 
for craft skills, boosting farm 
business diversification and rural 
tourism (by enhancing high 
quality landscapes). 

• Without work 2/3 of buildings 
would have become derelict. 

• Every £1 of repair work generated 
£2.49 for the local economy. 

 

 



Maastricht Treaty 1992 

Article 151 provided a basis for action aimed at : 

 

“encouraging, supporting and supplementing the activities of 
the member states, while respecting national and regional 
diversity and at the same time bringing the common cultural 
heritage to the fore”.  

 

The principles for intervention by the EU in the field of culture 
were complementarity and subsidiarity. Any act of 
harmonisation of legal and regulatory provisions of the 
member states was excluded from the scope of Article 151. 



EU Culture & 

Education DG and 

CoE 

EU Environment 

DG 

DCMS Defra 
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2000 Florence Convention on 

European Landscapes 

• Noting that the landscape has an important public interest 

role in the cultural, ecological, environmental and social 

fields, and constitutes a resource favourable to economic 

activity and whose protection, management and planning 

can contribute to job creation. 

  

• The landscape contributes to the formation of local cultures 

and is a basic component of the European natural and 

cultural heritage, contributing to human well-being and 

consolidation of the European identity. 

 





 

There are very good reasons why we should provide support for agriculture. Seventy 
per cent of our land is farmed - beautiful landscape has not happened by accident but 
has been actively managed.  

 

The Lake District, which recently secured World Heritage Site status from UNESCO, is 
both a breath-taking natural landscape but also a home to upland farmers whose 
work keeps those lakes and hills as William Wordsworth saw them, to the delight 
every year of millions of visitors. So support for farmers in areas like the Lake District, 
upland Wales or the Scottish borders is critical to keeping our countryside healthy. 
Indeed, whether it’s hill farmers or island crofters, or those running small family 
farms in England and Northern Ireland, there is a need to ensure that the human 
ecology of rural areas is protected. 

 

But while continued support is critically important, so is reform. There is a growing 
appetite for a new system of agricultural support which respects their work and puts 
environmental protection and enhancement first. Our approach should therefore be, 
in Lord Byron’s words, to love not man the less but nature more. 

 

Michael Gove, Environment Secretary, July 2017 

 

 

 



SUMMARY  

• Non-development land use processes play a critical role 
(eg. agriculture, forestry etc) and the “polluter pays” 
approach cannot be directly transferred  

 

• There is a far closer engagement between the historic 
environment and other environmental interests (low 
intensity management for habitats v abandonment, access) 

 

• The influence of the EU has been much more pronounced 
than in other policy areas (directives and regulation) 

 

• Many rural heritage assets have low economic value and 
cannot be adapted/re-used – incentivised management 
therefore the key to their survival 

 

 

 

 

  

 


